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The articles published in Legal News
represent the views of the contributor and
are not necessarily the official views of the
Confederation of South Wales Law Societies,
Cardiff & District Law Society, or of the Editorial
Board. The magazine or members of the Editorial
Board are in no way liable for such opinions.
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure
that the contents of this issue are accurate, we
cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies
or late changes. No article, advertisement or
graphic, in whole or in print, may be reproduced
without written permission of the publishers.

MEMBERS’ FORUMS FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2012 - FREE CPD HOURS
‘Mental Health, Sentencing and the Future for Criminal
Practitioners’ – One CPD Point
Date/Time: 25 April 2012 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Temple Chambers, Cardiff
Venue: 32 Park Place, Cardiff, CF10 3BA
Contact: Heather Bater on 029 20 397364 or
e-mail: clerks@temple-chambers.co.uk

‘Abuse of Process – A User’s Guide’ - One CPD Point
Date/Time: 30 May 2012 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Apex Chambers, Cardiff
Venue: Jolyons Hotel, Cathedral Road, Cardiff
Contact: Craig Mansfield on 029 20 232032 or
e-mail: craig@apexchambers.net

‘Issues with Hire Purchase & Deferment of Title’ – One CPD Point
Date/Time: 27 June 2012 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Civitas Law, Cardiff
Venue: Civitas Law, Global Reach, Celtic Gateway, Cardiff Bay, CF11 0SN
Contact: Karen Ling on 0845 0713 007 or e-mail: karen.ling@civitaslaw.com
Forums are open to all members of Cardiff & District Law Society, irrespective of their expertise and have been organised for members with the
kind co-operation of local Counsel Chambers. PLEASE SUPPORT THEM!
Should anybody have suggestions for future Forums, please contact Tom Danter by e-mail (tomd@dolmans.co.uk) or telephone (029 20 345531).
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT - APRIL 2012
I would like to say hello to all readers of Legal News and
Members of the Confederation of South Wales Lawyers.
I have recently been inaugurated as president of the
Confederation. My name is Gaynor Davies and I have been
a member of the Confederation since its inception. As a
partner dealing with civil litigation in a small High Street
practice, I hope to have a strong empathy with many
members of the Confederation.
The purpose of the Confederation of South
Wales Lawyers is to provide support and
assistance and to promote the interest of
Lawyers practising in South Wales. Even
before the current economic recession
such practices faced comparatively hard
times. The difficulties remain and are
exacerbated by the LSC reorganisation
which includes reducing fixed fees and
hourly rates by 10%. We have at this
firm been providing LSC funded services
since 1992. However, at that time it was
a branch office of Huttons Solicitors, not
becoming Davies Wilkins until late 1993
and Davies Sully Wilkins in 2000. Despite
the changes and the lapse of time there
has only been one increase in such LSC
rates; this has now been cancelled out.
Yet the costs of running the practice have
increased accordingly over the years. It is
difficult to envisage how practices that are
heavily dependent on LSC Funding can
continue to survive.  
The advent of the alternative business
structure (ABS) may well provide a
solution. However in the meanwhile
perhaps the way forward is for small
firms to loosely bond together under the
umbrella of an LLP. This would allow such
firms to retain their independence and
individuality but give them the opportunity
to provide more strength in depth by way
of specialisation in their particular areas
of law by having and allowing such firms to
take advantage of the economies of scale
increased size affords. Historically it must
be remembered it was the availability of
Legal Aid introduced in 1948 which gave
increased access to the provision of legal
advices and assistance to members of
the public. This to a great extent has been
responsible for the increase in the number
of legal practices and lawyers. This is
illustrated not only by the changing face of
the solicitors branch of the legal practice
in South Wales over the last 20 years but
also by the vast changes at the Bar and
the perceived affluence of their Chambers.
The cutbacks in legal aid and shrinking
of its availability in many areas of law will
inevitably result in a reduction and loss of
income.
I recall that whilst undertaking my Articles
at Dolmans between late 1987 and early
1990, as a mature graduate and following
completion of the LSF, the Lord McKay of
Clashfern, the then Lord Chancellor was
quoted as stating “the day would never
come when the opportunity to obtain legal
advice under the green form scheme
(now Legal Help and Help at Court) from

a Solicitor would be denied to the public”.
Well, that day has long since passed
and too many members of the public
are being denied such advices because
of non-availability of LSC providers and
also because LSC Funding is simply not
available in many areas of the Law.
Traditionally, of course, the more lucrative
areas of law would subsidise the LSC
funded work. However, with the advent of
the Conditional Fee form of funding, the
emergence of claims farmers and referral
fees there has been a reduction in profits
generated by such work, particularly in
the areas of Personal Injury for the vast
majority of high street practitioners.
However there has been some
redistribution of wealth in that the
man on “the Clapham omnibus”, has
now become a property owner and
has increased personal wealth. This
generates opportunities for contentious
property Lawyers who become involved in
resolution of disputes, preferably by way
of mediation, these include neighbour
disputes, boundary disputes and, after
death, contentious probate matters. These
are usually privately funded and/or there is
the availability of Legal Expenses Insurance
Cover (LEI). Generally speaking it seems
far easier to obtain instruction from the LEI
provider to act on behalf of their Insured
in pursuit of such claims than when the
matter is a Personal Injury Claim.  
In addition there does seem to be an
increasing acceptance by Legal Expense
Insurers (LEI) to allow their Insured
their own choice of Solicitors as from
the point when negotiations to resolve
the claim have failed and proceedings
are contemplated in the future. This in
accordance with the view propounded in
Sarwar -v- Alam a 2001 Court of Appeal
case. It seems however that LEI are still
reluctant to follow the Austrian case in
2009 namely Eschig -v- UNIQA (C-199/08)
in which it was ruled that Litigants should
have freedom of choice from the initial
investigative stages of the claim. Despite
this decision most Insurers do not accept
an application by their Insured parties to
instruct a Solicitor of their own choice at
the inception of the case.
It is worthy of note that Lord Jackson
has supported an amendment
to Regulation 6 of the Insurance
Companies (Legal Expenses Insurance
Companies) Regulations 1990 which
has been interpreted as giving an

Insured Claimant the right to choose
their own legal representative only once
proceedings have been issued. Lord
Jackson in his Report gives support
to the view that there should be an
amendment to Regulation 6 to provide
a Litigant with freedom of choice at
the point the letter of claim is sent.
These recommendations are likely to
assist the high street practitioner and
hopefully avoid the necessity to refer
longstanding clients to Panel Solicitors.
Lord Jackson also gives support to the
continuation of LSC Funding and states
that: “I do not make any recommendation...
for the expantional restoration of Legal Aid..
I do, however, stress the vital necessity of
making no further cut backs in Legal Aid
availability or eligibility”
Lord Jackson also of course proposes
the end of the recoverability of success
fees and ATE Insurance Premiums
which puts forward proposals which will
deny Defendants recovery of their costs
in PI cases. With the uncertainties as to
the availability of funding the future for
Lawyers is uncertain.  
Indeed, who knows what the future
holds for members of the legal
profession it seems that our earning
capacity and terms and conditions of
engagement have fallen well below
that expected by other professions.
However it is a sad day when members
of the public are denied access to
legal services because of financial
constraints and unfortunately this is
becoming increasingly the case.
It is hoped that the Confederation of
South Wales Lawyers will continue to be
able to assist in the development and
support of the legal profession in South
Wales and also to provide a voice through
Legal News. In addition the provision
of accredited continuing education is
vital to the Confederation’s economic
sustainability and growth and it is hoped
that members will continue to give their
support in the future with an extensive
programme planned for the Autumn.
There is of course an opportunity to
relax and forget the troubles of the day
at the planned Summer Party which
will be held at the very hospitable and
amenable New House Hotel on 28th
September 2012.
I now take this opportunity of thanking
my predecessors namely Roger Jones
of Merrills Ede Solicitors, David Dixon
of UCC Cardiff and also Mr Simon
Mumford who now has the opportunity
to escape to his beloved Pembroke.
In addition to being past Presidents of
the Confederation of South Wales Law
Societies, all have also been Council
members representing Welsh Lawyers
at Chancery Lane. It is then with some
trepidation that I follow in their shoes but

look forward to seeing the difference, if
any, a woman’s view will bring to the role.
I feel I must give thanks on behalf
of the Confederation of South Wales
Lawyers to Mr Geraint Williams formerly
of the Cardiff office of the Law Society
was taken the opportunity to change
career and provide training to lawyers
and support staff throughout Wales. We
wish him every success and thank him
for his immense support and his good
company over the years.
The AGM of the Confederation of South
Wales Lawyers was held at the Law
Society offices on 17th February 2012
and I hope all at the AGM enjoyed
the celebratory cake - tip of the week
must be, as all bakers will know, the
difference between a roulade and a
sponge is, of course, flour!  (the cake
was excellent –Ed). If you wish to know
the secrets of the perfect chocolate
ganache, watch this space.
Finally I would stress the importance
for the provision of continuing access
to legal Services for members of the
public, a role which is currently filled
not only by the large city Firms but also
by the small high street practitioner.
As a Miner’s daughter, one Ivor Jones of
Wattstown in the Rhondda Valley, I like
many other inhabitants of the mining
communities are well aware of the
importance of LSC funding. In its absence
it is unlikely that respiratory disease, noise
induced deafness claims and VWF claims
would have been successfully pursued.
With the removal of LSC Funding for such
cases an already unequal playing field has
been rendered more so.
It is important to avoid the elitist attitude
illustrated by the politically isolated
and overindulged Marie Antoinette who
reportedly, and is probably misquoted
as stating “let them eat cake” when the
peasants were forced to take drastic
measures resulting with the French
Revolution of 1789.  Whilst the concept
of the 3 Courts Walk to be held on 26th
April is admirable, i.e to raise funds
for the voluntary sector supposedly
in conjunction with, rather than as a
replacement, for Legal  Aid, it should
be rememberd that lawyers too have
financial obligations and deserve to be
paid for their services. It is unfortunate
that funds for the provision of Legal
Services have to be raised in this way
and is a backward step historically.
Whilst too much cake is not good for you
it is nice now and again and it seems
that most lawyers are not getting their
fair share of the economic cake.
Having said that, I wish all walkers well
having participated previously myself. n
Gaynor McCann Davies
g.davies@daviessullywilkins.co.uk
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CARDIFF AND
DISTRICT

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
MICHAEL IMPERATO, PRESIDENT • michael.imperato@new-law.co.uk

It’s that time of year again- the Cardiff and District
Law Society (CDLS) Annual Dinner, as usual, at the
City Hall, on Friday the 27th April.

Welsh after Form 2 (Year 8 in today’s
school language), if I had kept it up I
wouldn’t have looked quite so inept.

Surely the legal and social highlight
of your year. For the President it’s
the nerve wracking finale to a year
in office that speeds by. We are
very privileged to have as our star
speaker the First Minister, Carwyn
Jones. A bit of a change I am sure
you agree from Owen Money. Carwyn
was a practicing barrister in our local
courts until politics claimed him full
time; he was also of course Counsel
General for a number of years before
taking up the top job. He is a clever
and funny speaker. I only hope
there is no national emergency that
week which calls him away. Fingers
crossed for a slow news week.

The key point I tried to get across –
and I was told to make sure everyone
knew this was a purely personal
opinion – is that there is already
a substantial body of Welsh law,
not just in statute but in Guidance
and in Regulations. I don’t think
we need to countenance a wholly
separate system of civil law but
it is surely right that cases with a
significant Welsh context should
ideally be heard in Wales, before
Welsh judges, and run by barristers
and lawyers who know their way
around Welsh law. I would have
thought that could be achieved
without rewriting the constitution. For
example, we have Practice Directions
pushing commercial disputes
into the Mercantile Courts, before
specialist Mercantile Judges. Why
not a similar Practice Direction for
cases turning on distinct Welsh Law.

When I first went to a CDLS dinner
many years ago I remember sitting
patiently through the long tedious
speeches thinking that eventually I
will have a chance of a burn off my
meal when the disco starts, only to
find that when the speeches finished
at some time well past 11pm, that
was it! You have my guarantee that
the speeches will not be lengthy
and hopefully not tedious. Music
will be provided by the Beatles – or
rather a very good Beatles tribute
band that I came across at the
Legal Executives Ball last year and
booked on the spot. Surely everyone
likes the Beatles? One of my teen
age daughters, who is very into the
current music scene, constantly tells
me how great Katy Perry and Jesse
J are, (I know that at this point I am
beginning to sound about as in touch
with modern culture as the proverbial
High Court judge) but recently
6
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when a teacher asked her to name
her favorite pop bands she placed
the Beatles second behind One
Direction. She of course has heard
the Beatles many times on my car
CD player when being chauffeured
back and fore to activities.
Unfortunately – or some may say
fortunately – she doesn’t share my
taste for late 1970’s Punk Rock
music so there was never any chance
of a Sex Pistols or Clash tribute band
at the Dinner - maybe one day.
Early in March I was called upon by
the Law Society Wales Office to give
evidence to the National Assembly
Constitutional committee about
the need, or not, for a separate
Wales jurisdiction. I was told it was
a great honour, so why did I feel like
a condemned man before a firing
squad? You descend into the bowels
of the Senedd and are ushered into
a windowless committee room to be
grilled by AM’s. The public gallery was
not exactly packed but there were
some people looking on – did any
of them have a concealed custard
pie? Thankfully not. The Liberal
member of the committee did not
deign to attend but the Conservative
chairman - David Meldling – was
quite likeable (for a Conservative!)
and his Labour and Plaid colleagues
were paragons of civility. They would
occasionally try to bamboozle me
by switching without warning from
English to Welsh and back again. This
would cause me to scramble for the
head phones with the simultaneous
translation. Why oh why did I drop
LEGAL NEWS

One thing we were all agreed upon
was the need for the developing

canon of Welsh law to be codified
in one place, a sort of Halsburys
Law Statutes for Wales, with notes
and annotations. The need for
this is now acute. Such a tome is
not attractive to the commercial
publishers so the National Assembly
will have to take the lead. It
cannot come quickly enough.
Finally, a reminder to those who have
not yet paid their membership fee for
the CDLS, please do so. It’s a snip
at £50. We are one of the few truly
active local law societies in Wales. Our
members’ only educational forums
have so far proved a great success
and we hope to carry these on, once
a month, through the year. They are
of course “for members” but nonmembers can come along as long
as they are looking to join shortly
thereafter. It’s the CDLS AGM on May
17th, so anyone who wishes to play an
active role and replace old duffers such
as myself are more than welcome to
express an interest and come along. n
Michael Imperato
michael.imperato@new-law.co.uk

FEATURE

CARDIFF SOLICITORS vs RUGby club du palais
On the morning of the Grand Slam meeting
between Wales and France the afternoon’s
game was inevitably overshadowed by the
annual battle between Cardiff Solicitors and the
Rugby Club du Palais. With an impressive record
of no home defeats for the Welsh to date and
an impressive squad of 25 spirits were high.

several tries in the second half
from Jawad Al-Khabiy and Tristan
Agland the French managed four
tries of their own as the legs tired
and saw them put the game out of
the reach of the Welsh. A cameo
try in the final minute from captain
Mark Rostron, which was met with
great cheers from the capacity
crowd, saw the game end a
disappointing 45-17 to the French.

Both teams retired in good
spirits to the Wharf pub for an
enjoyable afternoon watching
the international match followed
by a tour of the Cardiff night
scene. Thanks must go to the
game’s sponsors Cardiff &
District Law Society and Hunt
Morgan & Rostron Solicitors. n

The game was very open and
the Cardiff side dominated
possession in the first half with
some enterprising attacking play
from David Elias and Geraint Fowler
and a number of crash balls from
James Davenport. However it was
the French who were the more
clinical in capitalising on a bounty
of Welsh errors. This saw the
Welsh down by 19-0 at half time.
Whilst the home side threatened
to turn around the deficit with

ADVERT
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FAMILY LAW

THE FAMILY ARBITRATION OPTION
RHYS TAYLOR • THIRTY PARK PLACE CHAMBERS

On the 22 February 2012 a newly formed
organisation called the Institute of Family
Arbitrators (“IFLA”) launched a scheme, applying
the Arbitration Act 1996 to family property disputes,
in particular Financial Remedy applications, Trusts
of Land and Appointment of Trustee Act 1996
disputes, Inheritance (Provision for Family and
Dependants) Act 1975 claims and Children Act
1989 disputes. IFLA is a not for profit company set
up by Resolution, the Family Law Bar Association
and the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. All family
arbitrators must become members of the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators.
I was lucky enough to be selected in
the first batch of 35 people who have
been admitted as family arbitrators.
There is a range of experience from
retired high court judges, silks,
juniors, central London “Magic
Circle” solicitors and provincial high
street solicitors. I am the only person
in Wales to have qualified to date.
The idea behind the scheme is
to provide parties with a choice.
The parties can choose their
tribunal, the procedure that they
wish to adopt, the extent of the
dispute they wish to have resolved,
the location and timing of their
hearing. The procedure is totally
confidential. It is likely to be able
to resolve issues more quickly
than standard court procedures.
If parties wish to appoint a family

arbitrator they much each sign a
Form ARB1 which is a contract which
provides they will be bound by the
arbitrator’s decision. The Form ARB1
also incorporates the IFLA scheme
rules as the rules which will govern
the parties’ dispute. The Form ARB1
must be submitted to IFLA (which
is administered by Resolution)
who will either appoint a panel or
nominated arbitrator. There are no
standard rate fees which must be
agreed by the parties before the
arbitrator accepts the appointment.

councils who do not seek to apply
the law of England and Wales.
When the scheme was launched
the press commentary jumped
on the issue as to whether the
award (the arbitrator’s name for a
judgement which includes written
reasons and an order which is easily
recognisable as a family finance
order) would be binding. As is
well known, in family proceedings
the court exercises a “fairness”
supervisory jurisdiction and may
refuse to accept the parties’ agreed
consent application without further
information being provided. Matters
are different when one considers the
position of the unmarried couple,
as they have straight civil law to
contend with and the court does
not exercise such a paternalistic
function – essentially they are just
free to contractually resolve their
dispute. However, even in family
proceedings, since the Supreme

Court case of Radmacher (formerly
Granatino) v Granatino [2010] UKSC
42, the court has been more willing
to hold married parties to the terms
of their agreements, unless it would
be unfair to do so (see esp. para
[75]). If the courts are prepared to
hold parties to a fair agreement,
why would they not hold the parties
to their fair agreement as to how
they should resolve their dispute?
Under the Arbitration Act 1996
the court exercises a supervisory
role, being able to enforce awards
but also to set them aside for
a serious irregularity which has
caused substantial prejudice
or due to an error of law.
For more information please visit
the IFLA.org.uk website or the Family
Law Week website, where I have
written a more extensive introduction
to family arbitration entitled, “A
soft launch or a hard landing?” n

The IFLA rules provide a flexible
procedural mechanism, allowing
parties to agree as to how they
wish to proceed. However, it is an
absolute that the case must be
determined according to the law
of England and Wales. This sets
IFLA tribunals apart from sharia
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DESIGNATED MONEY CLAIMS - NEW CIVIL PROCEDURES
TOM DANTER • CARDIFF & DISTRICT LAW SOCIETY • CIVILL COURT USERS SUB-COMMITTEE

From 19 March 2012, all ‘designated money claims’
must be issued through the County Court Money
Claims Centre (CCMCC) in Salford.

     Notices of Issue should be received

     Notwithstanding this, a District

within ten working days of the date

Judge sitting in the ‘transferee court’

when proceedings were sent for issue.

may decide that another court is

If requested (by marking the Claim Form

more appropriate, potentially leading
to a ‘double transfer’ of proceedings.

A ‘designated money claim’ is defined

Centre, PO Box 527, M5 0BY, or Salford

‘Solicitor Service’ in bold), proceedings

within the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR)

Business Centre, DX 702634, Salford 5.

will be returned to solicitors for service.
Enforcement Processes

as any claim commenced in a county

     The CCMCC will thereafter deal with

court under Part 7, for either or both a

all preliminary issues up to the filing

Limitation Concerns

specified or unspecified amount of money

of Allocation Questionnaires, including

Where there are limitation concerns,

at the CCMCC and appropriate

and is not a claim for which special

any requests for default judgment.

proceedings will be date stamped by a

documents should be filed there. All other

procedures are provided within the CPR.

After Allocation Questionnaires

local county court before being sent by

enforcement applications on CCMCC

     No claims will be heard in the CCMCC,

are filed, cases will be transferred

DX to the CCMCC. The date received by

cases must be made to the debtor’s

which will act as an administrative centre

accordingly, as referred to below.

the county court (rather than the date

home court. The CCMCC will provide

only. Claims will actually be issued in the

     Allocation Questionnaires will

issued) will be the relevant date for

notification when judgment has been

name of Northampton County Court.

be sent to ‘unrepresented parties’

limitation purposes. Where limitation

entered, at which point enforcement can

     There is no counter service at the

only. Solicitors will merely receive

concerns are not imminent and there

be requested from the relevant court.

CCMCC, but a telephone helpline

notification of the date by which

is sufficient time, proceedings should

     This new regime has come into

(on 0300 123 1372) is available

Allocation Questionnaires must be filed.

be sent direct to the CCMCC, as above.

force through an amendment to the

Warrants of execution will be processed

CPR: Civil Procedure (Amendment

and e-mail enquiries can be sent

     Documents that do not require a

to ccmcccustomerenquiries@

fee can be filed by e-mail at ccmcce-

Transfer of Proceedings

No 4) Rules 2011 (SI 2011/3103).

hmcts.gsi.gov.uk.

filing@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk. Court fees still

Unless a particular rule requires

The relevant rule changes can be

need to be paid by cheque, although

transfer to the Defendant’s ‘home

found within Parts 7, 23 and 26

‘Designated Money Claims’ –

it is hoped that electronic payments

court’, the Claimant can nominate a

of the CPR, together with Practice

From Issue to Allocation

will be implemented in due course. At

‘preferred court’ (within the new Form

Directions 7A and 7D. Practitioners

All ‘designated money claims’ must be

present therefore, court proceedings

N1 Claim Form) to which proceedings

are urged to immediately make

sent to the CCMCC at Salford Business

cannot be issued electronically.

should be transferred, if necessary.

themselves familiar with the same. n
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ANNUAL
DINNER

INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY FOR CARDIFF AND DISTRICT

ANNUAL DINNER

CITY HALL, CARDIFF • FRIDAY, 27th april 2012
SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY AND YOUR PRESIDENT

MICHAEL IMPERATO
Guest Speaker: Rt. Hon Carwyn Jones AM
Dancing with

THE CHEATING BEATLES
7.00pm for 7.30pm
Black Tie • Tickets £50 per person
Tickets available from:
Richard Fisher, Charles Crookes, 51 The Parade, Cardiff, DX 33025 Cardiff.
Telephone (029) 2049 1271     Email: rfisher@ccj-law.co.uk

Sponsored by:

Aon, Wesleyan for Lawyers,
Phoenix Legal Services, Williams Wroe, 7Side
We would like to reserve _________ places and enclose a cheque for
£_________ payable to Inc. Law Society for Cardiff & District
Name of Contact: ______________________________________________________
Name of Firm: _________________________________________________________
Address/DX: ___________________________________________________________
Telephone No. _________________________________________________________
Special Dietary Requirements: ___________________________________________
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CONVEYANCING

THE CHANGING FACE
OF CONVEYANCING
ADAM HARMER • LEAD UNDERWRITER AND SOLICITOR • CLS LTD • ADAM@CLSL.CO.UK

“HSBC radical separate representation move splits
market”; “Competition and choice under threat”;
“Solicitors slam HSBC conveyancer panel”. These
are only a few of the headlines that have been
written concerning the decision by HSBC to reduce
the number of solicitors who are to be retained on
their conveyancing panel.
It has been mooted by some that
perhaps the decision by HSBC to
restrict their panel is a way for the
bank to obtain greater control over
fraud and negligence relating to
the monies they provide. It is of
course understandable in today’s
current conveyancing climate
that banks and other lending
institutions wish to have greater
security, but are there ways to
give comfort to lenders without
the need to restrict the number of
firms who appear on their panels?
Perhaps the simplest way for a
firm of solicitors to show they
are capable of looking after the
interests of lenders for whom
they wish to work is to ensure the
conveyancing process they use is
efficient, professional and, most
importantly, thorough. Most firms
that deal with conveyancing (both
residential and commercial) will
have structures in place to deal with
what is usually a fairly standard
process for the purchasing, selling
and re-mortgaging of property.
However, is a good process structure
12
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by itself sufficient to give the
necessary comfort to lenders?
As all conveyancers will be aware,
the current property climate has
increased the challenges they
face, which in turn has increased
the pressures (in terms of time,
monies which can be charged for
fees and competition) upon them.
Unfortunately, therefore, even the
best conveyancer using the best
conveyancing processes cannot
always resolve every title issue
that arises during the course of a
conveyancing transaction. Adverse
entries on title and the timing of
the transaction can thwart diligent
conveyancers in providing a clean
title to their client or providing
sufficient peace of mind (and
thereby security) for the bank.
How can these issues be resolved?
One option is for title insurance to
cover the points that are not able
to be solved from a legal position
(e.g. the inability to locate the
necessary entities in order to resolve
any given issue), or are unable
LEGAL NEWS

to be solved within a time frame
which is acceptable to all parties
concerned with the transaction.
Using title insurance as a way to
resolve what appears to be title
issues without solution, or to provide
assistance to allow a transaction
to complete in the necessary time
frame, is nothing new. Insurance
can cover the majority of adverse
title issues which arise and which
are noted on the title to any given
property. However, can insurance
be part of the conveyancing process
to provide comfort to lenders, if
the issues are not identified at
the outset? The bank’s security
may not be as strong as they
perhaps would have expected.
This brings us back to firms being
sufficiently thorough in their
conveyancing process to provide
the necessary comfort to lenders.
As mentioned above, with all the
challenges and pressures that
conveyancers already face in today’s
current climate, to change their
process and the way they deal with
conveyancing transactions could
be a monumentally difficult (and
potentially costly) thing to do.
However, maybe the solution lies
in a marriage between redefining
processes and the use of title
insurance. Giving lenders comfort
that the opportunity for error and/or
fraud has been dramatically reduced

by helping the conveyancer assess
and insure more efficiently could not
only provide time and cost savings
for conveyancers, but also the
requisite re-assurance to continue
access to panels moving forwards.
It could be imagined that it would
be safe to assume that the majority
of firms dealing with conveyancing
transactions, and lenders alike,
would benefit from a system which
is able to provide the above. It
would not only neatly deal with all
of the requirements which firms
expect of their conveyancers (i.e.
to identify and consider issues
which are noted on the registered
title), but also the requirements
of the bank, which state any
issues which could affect their
security have been identified and
considered and suitably dealt with.
However, would it ever be possible
to have a system which is both
beneficial to firms and lenders
alike or is that only a pipe dream?
Who knows what the future may
hold, but what is clear in today’s
climate is that changes are coming
and the ability to adapt and
embrace these changes, may for
some, be the key to survival. n
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Le gavroche
I was very excited last Christmas when my wife
bought me vouchers for lunch at the famous Le
Gavroche restaurant in London. Le Gavroche has
two Michelin stars and is run by celebrity chef Michel
Roux Jr. I had been to a one Michelin star restaurant,
The Crown at Whitebrook, which was fantastic and I
couldn’t imagine how good two stars could be.
I am pleased to say that I wasn’t
disappointed. My wife and I went
with two friends of ours, who are
vegetarians. Despite the fact that
it is listed in the Guinness Book
Of Records as having served the
most expensive lunch, we were
delighted to find that it was, in
fact, very reasonable. We had
the business lunch which was
£51 per head, including a half a
bottle of wine each. For the more
adventurous (and flush!) there is
the Menu Exceptionnel at £100 per
head and with selected wine for
each course at £158 per head.
The restaurant offers classical
French food with a modern twist. The
decor is traditional and opulent but
not dated. The signature dish is the
Soufflé Suissesse (cheese soufflé
baked on double cream). Although
this is not one of the starters on the
Business Lunch menu, they were
very accommodating and agreed that
we could all have it at no extra cost.
It was definitely the right decision

as, for a very rich dish, it was
fantastically light and flavoursome.
We then had a surprise special guest
at our table before the main course
as Michel Roux himself came over to
ask whether we enjoyed his soufflé!
Our main courses were of an equally
high standard, I had the duck
and my wife had the lamb, and
our friends the vegetarians, were
equally pleased with their choices.
Dessert did not disappoint either
and the cheese course was a sight
to behold as the very knowledgeable
waiter talked us through the very
wide selection of cheeses, which
tempted us into a glass of port.
The food was excellent but what set it
apart from me was the service. Despite
being such a celebrated restaurant,
the staff were not intimidating; they
put us at ease and were incredibly
attentive throughout the lunch.
With the combination of wonderful
food and service, this restaurant
richly deserves its two star rating.

The location is also very convenient as it
is near Marble Arch and Hyde Park, just
around the corner from the American
Embassy. I highly recommend a trip
to Le Gavroche, but be aware that it
is so popular that you need to make
a reservation well in advance - we
booked three months ahead of our visit.
Also there is a dress code - all male
diners are required to wear a jacket

Against Italy we were fitter,
stronger and faster... and left
them to cry into their pasta!

And if that Christmas present wasn’t
enough, Wales won the Grand
Slam which prompts me to verse:

Clive Thomas
Watkins and Gunn
(Richard Fisher and Max Boyce are away!)

‘We won in Dublin but it was tight
- then beat Scotland out of sight.
We went to with Twickers with Triple
Crown hopes high - and squeezed
home thanks to Scott’s great try.

Just France left and into the
trains we did cram - to cheer
on Wales to the Grand Slam.
A try from Cuthbert set us on our wayand the boys held on to win the day!’ n

LE GAVROCHE
43 Upper Brook St, London
Tel: 020 7408 0881
email: bookings@le-gavroche.com

Will you walk for Justice?
Please join H H Judge Seys
Llewellyn and his judicial
colleagues who are leading our
Three Courts Walk on 26th April 2012. This annual
sponsored walk embraces all branches of the
legal profession, from judges and practitioners
to law students, and others working directly
or indirectly in a legal environment. It raises
money for Reaching Justice Wales (RJW), the
Welsh arm of the Access to Justice Foundation,
and it supports agencies in Wales that provide
legal advice and assistance. Importantly, funds
raised are not used to replace legal aid, but to
14
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supplement valuable services. This year, the
Walk is being organised in conjunction with the
Personal Support Unit (PSU) at Cardiff’s Civil
Justice Centre, and the PSU will share equally
with RJW the sponsorship monies raised.
We need our legal colleagues - solicitors, barristers,
chartered legal executives, court and administrative
staff, in-house lawyers, students - to sign up to walk,
either individually or in teams. Please see http://
uk.virginmoneygiving.com/charity-web/charity/
finalCharityHomepage.action?charityId=1004210
for details on how to start fundraising,

sponsor someone or make a donation.
If you’re willing and able to join us, please email
reachingjusticewales@cardiff.ac.uk, indicating
whether you will walk individually or as a team.
The Walk starts at 6pm from Cardiff Crown Court.
It takes in the wonderful scenery of our capital
city, including our three courts, and is about a
comfortable 3 kilometres in distance. Walkers are
usually back at the Crown Court, having finished
the Walk, within an hour, and are welcome to
join us for a drink and some refreshments,
kindly sponsored by Civitas Chambers.

LEGAL
FEATURE

DUAL-MARKER HAIR TESTING
SETS INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR
DETECTION OF ALCOHOL ABUSE
Recent developments in the scientific and legal
communities have highlighted the reliability of dualmarker hair testing for alcohol abuse, confirming the
process as a valuable tool for any person or body
seeking accurate data on alcohol abuse issues.
In March, research by the Society
of Hair Testing (SoHT), confirmed
that dual-marker testing on hair for
alcohol misuse provides accuracy
rates of over 94%. This outcome
represents a major advance in the
evidential role that hair testing can
play in court cases, particularly
with regards to child protection.

alcohol markers has become an
important diagnostic tool in forensic
and clinical cases.” Hair testing
can provide a picture of alcohol
consumption of up to six months.
In contrast, traditional forms of
testing, of urine and blood, can
cover only the previous three days
and four to six weeks, respectively.

The findings were presented at the
annual symposium of the SoHT
in Chamonix, France. The results
showed that dual hair testing
methodology runs less than a 1% risk
of resulting in a false positive, and
just a 5.75% risk of a false negative.

The results of hair testing were
further validated in June, when a
lawyer, Lorna Cservenka of Hanne &
Co., who had used evidence provided
by Trimega Laboratories, was named
Family Lawyer of the Year at the
Legal Aid Lawyer of the Year Awards.

The SoHT analysis was performed by
Professor Dr. Fritz Pragst and Dr. Silke
Suesse, two of the leading pioneers
in testing hair for substance misuse.
The data set of approximately 2,000
samples, the largest of its kind in
the world, was provided by Trimega
Laboratories, a company that is well
recognised for being a leader in the
development of innovative techniques
for testing for substance abuse.

In the case that saw Ms. Cservenka
nominated for the award, she had used
dual-marker hair testing technology
to persuade the court that a mother
had not been drinking, an outcome
that was instrumental in reuniting the
mother with her children. A previous
single-marker test, conducted by
another provider, had suggested that
the mother had been drinking. An
outcome of the court case was that
the judge directed that dual-marker
hair alcohol tests should be used for
cases where hair analysis is applied.

Professor Pragst commented: “In
the last few years, hair analysis for

At the time of the award, Douglas
MacSween, General Manager
of Trimega Laboratories, said:
“The award contributes to what
is now a wide acknowledgement
of the importance of dual-marker
hair alcohol tests in providing
high levels of accuracy about
alcohol consumption over several
months by parents and guardians
in child custody cases.”
Trimega Laboratories
commercialised the technological
breakthrough of analysing human
hair samples for alcohol, firmly
believing that just as hair testing
had become accepted by the
industry as the gold standard for
analysis of drug abuse, hair testing
for alcohol would receive similar
recognition once its accuracy rates
had been widely demonstrated.
One of Trimega’s key achievements
was being the first to market with
dual-marker hair alcohol testing.  
Trimega was responsible for the
creation of a Hair Strand Scientific
Advisory Board, the purpose of
which is to analyse the fast growing
database of information created
from the 10,000 hair alcohol tests
and 7,000 hair drug tests carried out
on UK samples each year, of which
Trimega is responsible for around
40%. The findings of the Board
are shared with the Society of Hair
Testing which will assist it in future
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decisions, particularly those relating
to the setting of universal guidelines.
The technical aspect of dual hair
testing consists of testing hair for
ethyl glucuronide (EtG) and fatty acid
ethyl esters (FAEE). As hair grows,
it absorbs FAEEs and EtG into its
structure. While FAEE markers get
into the hair mainly by diffusion from
an external sebum layer, EtG markers
are formed almost exclusively
in the liver and then deposited
into hair mainly from sweat. The
more markers there are, the more
alcohol has been consumed.
SoHT and the UK courts advise
that dual-marker tests should be
conducted for hair alcohol analysis.
However, the SoHT has stressed that
hair testing should not be the sole
determinant in cases of substance
misuse. It should be one part of
the overall evidential picture.
Nevertheless, dual testing sets
the current benchmark for
industry accuracy when testing
for alcohol abuse. At the time of
the SoHT conference, Professor
Pragst said: “We continue to
research the benefits of dual
testing and are delighted that
the results of our latest study
show that together EtG and FAEE
tests provide a far more accurate
long-term view of alcohol abuse
than other forms of analysis.” n
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